
COLTAN WAR OF THE DRC

For over 10 years, companies in industrialized countries have purchased Coltan despite war and lawlessness in the
DRC, and they became.

Other African conflicts have been sustained by diamonds and gold, but in the eastern DRC, columbo-tantalite
coltan , is one of the most coveted commodities. Coltan is refined into tantalum powder to make heat-resistant
capacitors in cell phones, laptops, and other high-end electronics. Robert Hormats, U. The war in the DRC has
reached a level of complexity to the point that it has been renamed the "African World War," having involved
eight African nations and 25 rebel groups and caused the highest death toll since World War II. Then he
produces a sample of black powder from his pocket for us to check the purity of the ore. Several men carry the
body of a miner on a makeshift stretcher covered with plastic. Some of the increased production came from
eastern DC where "rebel groups and unscrupulous business people" forcing farmers and their families to leave
land where the rebels wanted to mine, "forcing them to work in artisanal mines Coltan has permitted the
Rwandan army to sustain its presence in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. In addition to racial hatred,
they are motivated by a desire to control the mineral zones - and will massacre entire villages in an effort to do
so. Edoardo Totolo is a freelance writer and academic researcher based in Amsterdam. Even though the trade
chain of Coltan is extremely complex, a proper certification scheme for "conflict-free" Coltan could promote
its legal extraction while fighting its role in fuelling conflict. A shift also took place from traditional sources
such as Australia to new suppliers such as Egypt, [76] perhaps because of the bankruptcy of the world's
biggest supplier, Australia's Sons of Gwalia may have caused or contributed to this change. Leaders from the
Enough Project, a nonprofit focusing on the areas affected by the Lord's Resistance Army, want a clearer,
more defined approach to combating the use of conflict minerals. A UN report published in December brought
evidence that countless tonnes of Coltan are still exported to Europe every month and that Rwanda played a
direct role in supporting the CNDP. The luckiest have rain boots. And the troops are not the only foreigners
present. As a result, many giant corporations such as Nokia, Samsung and Motorola published specific
corporate policies against the use of Congolese Coltan and are today buying, at least officially, from other
producers in Australia, Canada and few other countries. The mines in these nature reserves were producing
cassiterite , gold, coltan and wolframite , and "most mines were controlled by armed groups. Entire
communities in the eastern DRC became involved in Coltan mining; students dropped out of schools; farmers
and shepherds left their lands and livestock in favor of artisanal mining activities. However, the international
community can play a key role with policies that could promptly contribute to peace and to reduce illegal
mining in the country, which has been the main source of funding for armed militias. A report on the Rwandan
economy by the South African Institute for Security Studies found that Rwanda official coltan production
soared nearly tenfold between and , from tons to 1, tons, and for the first time provided more revenue than
from the country traditional primary exports, tea and coffee. Many work nearly nude, without helmets or
protective gear, and some are even barefoot. Our presence raises the price of food and rent, we stop people
from moving on, from taking their own decisions and demanding their government take responsibility. Rubaya
in the province of Masisi is three hours' drive from Goma and the epicentre of the blood minerals war. In late ,
huge demand for the newly introduced PlayStation 2 caused the price of coltan to spike. The process aims to
prevent "blood diamonds. Nearly all coltan from the DRC is illegally traded; it is extracted by means of
violence, illegally exported by militant groups and sold to various multi-national corporations. Easy profits
also attracted the interests of a multitude of rebel groups, militia and armies, which started looting the area's
mineral wealth. Photo : In this makeshift refugee camp in Mugunga, 10 kilometers from Goma in North Kivu,
tens of thousands remain displaced by ongoing conflict in eastern DRC. Data sources: [31] Use and demand[
edit ] Coltan is used primarily for the production of tantalum capacitors , used in many electronic devices.
Simply stated, coltan has become a means by which armed militias and foreign armed forces can undermine
the Congolese state. The Kimberly Process certifies the origin of rough diamonds from areas that have
conflict-free diamond production. The fear of losing western support is the main reason behind the decision to
capture Nkunda, Clark and Herman say. It is difficult to verify the sourcing of fungible materials like ores, so
some cobalt processors, Cabot Corporation USA for example, have announced that they would avoid
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unsourced Central African coltan altogether.


